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Abstract
Transcription/translation feedback loops consisting of multiple clock genes are thought to be essential for circadian oscillations at cellular,
tissue and organismal levels. We examined the developmental expressions of three clock genes (Bmal1, Cry1 and Per1) in the Syrian hamster
to probe the oscillatory properties of the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) over the first 4 days after the completion of SCN neurogenesis.
Samples were taken at the dam’s circadian times 6, 12, and 18 daily over 4 days in constant dim light and processed for in situ hybridization
using 35S-labeled RNA probes. Collection times were based on the phases of Bmal1 and Per1 rhythms in adult SCN and on an observed
difference in Per1 mRNA at CT6 and 18 on postnatal day 2. For the developmental study, sections from each brain were processed in parallel
for the three genes. Bmal1 was prominently expressed in the fetal SCN while Per1 and Cry1 were only weakly expressed. Transcripts of all
three genes showed higher abundance just after birth. At subsequent ages, Bmal1 showed a significant decrease, while Per1 continued to be
greater than prenatal levels. Significant variation was detected across circadian times for Cry1, but no circadian variation was detected for
Per1 and Bmal1. Molecular oscillations equivalent to those observed in adults were not present in the fetal SCN despite evidence for an
entrainable pacemaker at that time. An absence of robust oscillations during early SCN development may in part explain the strong phasesetting effects of pharmacological agents on the fetal/neonatal clock.
D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) in the anterior ventral
hypothalamus contains a circadian pacemaker essential for
the expression of circadian rhythms in physiology and
behavior. SCN neurons exhibit endogenous circadian oscillations in neural activity both as a population of coupled
oscillators in vivo and in vitro and as individual cells in
dissociated cell culture [14,19,44]. Through synaptic and/or
paracrine signaling to downstream targets, the SCN drives
circadian rhythms in endocrine, autonomic and behavioral
events [22,36]. Physiological and behavioral rhythms are
internally coordinated and have characteristic phase relation* Corresponding author. Fax: +1 617 373 3724.
E-mail address: f.davis@neu.edu (F.C. Davis).
0165-3806/$ - see front matter D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.devbrainres.2005.05.005

ships to environmental cycles controlled through the entrainment of the pacemaker [45,46].
The emergence and maintenance of overt circadian
rhythms during mammalian development requires the
maturation of the SCN, the downstream effector systems,
and their interactions [4]. Circadian oscillations in the SCN
are likely to begin at least as early as the first developmental
appearance of overt rhythms. Overt rhythms generally
appear after birth in eutherian mammals, and a variety of
evidence supports an earlier onset of pacemaker function
(see [4,8,10]). For example, cross-fostering experiments in
rodents have shown that pups obtain time of day information at or before birth. In these experiments, the phases of
the pups’ overt rhythms measured postnatally are correlated
with the phases of maternal rhythms before birth. The
rhythms used in these studies include pineal NAT activity,
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plasma corticosterone level, and locomotor activity [5,12,
18,31]. Although taken together, these experiments suggest
that a circadian pacemaker, most likely the SCN, is
oscillating before birth and is entrained by maternal
rhythms, the approach of using postnatal rhythms provides
limited information about the identity or properties of the
pacemaker during early development.
An alternative approach is to directly measure physiological events in the SCN, the probable site of the circadian
oscillations that are entrained before birth. Three rhythms
have been measured in the fetal rat SCN, metabolic rate using
the 14C-labelled 2-deoxy-d-glucose (2DG) technique
[27,28], abundance of mRNA for vasopressin [29], and
spontaneous neural activity recorded in slice preparations
[35]. Although these measurements were made in the SCN,
the rhythms are probably downstream of the core oscillatory
mechanism and, like overt rhythms, might develop sometime
after the pacemaking oscillations. For example, in rats, the
earliest known ages for rhythms in neural activity and
vasopressin mRNA are E22 [29] and E21 [35], while a
2DG rhythm was measured at E19 [28]. Even the earliest
rhythm (2DG uptake) might be an imperfect measure of
pacemaker function since a robust 2DG rhythm is not
required for pacemaker function in adult hamsters and a
2DG rhythm could not be detected in the fetal mouse SCN
[3,32,33].
Several genes that are essential for the generation and
maintenance of mammalian circadian oscillations at the
cellular, tissue and organism levels have been identified
[13,23,30]. Current knowledge indicates that these genes
form a core transcription/translation feedback loop that
controls the functional state of cellular machinery to produce
circadian oscillations at the cellular level. Several of the
Fclock_ genes show circadian rhythms in their expression
and/or in the intracellular distribution of their protein
products in SCN cells [2,11,21,34].
The activity of genes essential for the generation of
circadian oscillations in adults would be expected to also be
essential for the initial onset of oscillations during development. Thus, the measurement of clock gene expression
should provide direct assessment of pacemaker function
within the SCN during development. To probe the functional
development of the SCN, we characterized the developmental expression of 3 clock genes: Bmal1, Cry1, and Per1 in
Syrian hamsters (Mesocricetus auratus). These genes all
show circadian rhythms in mRNA abundance in the adult
mouse and hamster SCN [2,11,21,24,34,39]. The Syrian
hamster has a gestation length of about 15.5 days [40] and
neurogenesis of the SCN is completed by 2 days before birth
[9]. We collected brains at times corresponding to the
mothers’ circadian times 6, 12, and 18 on each day from
embryonic day 13.5 (about 0.5 day after the end of SCN
neurogenesis) to postnatal day 2. Those circadian times
approximated the peak or trough of the Bmal1, Cry1 and Per1
expressions in the adult SCN [11,39]. We then performed in
situ hybridization histochemistry for the mRNAs of those

genes and performed densitometry analysis of the hybridization signals over the SCN region. Developmental and time
of day related changes in mRNA abundance were assessed.

2. Material and methods
2.1. Animals
Adult male and female Syrian hamsters (M. auratus) from
Charles River Laboratories (Kingston, NY) were entrained to
a 14:10 LD cycle, with food and water continuously
available. Matings were done during the last hour of the
light phase of the LD cycle. Fertilization time was taken to be
6 h after lights off, which corresponded to about circadian
time 18 of the females. This time was also designated as
embryonic day 0. Hamsters have a gestation period of about
15.5 days, and embryonic day 15.5 was also designated
postnatal day 0. During most of gestation, the dams were
entrained to the same LD cycle. Before the day of fetal tissue
collection, hamsters were transferred to constant dim light
(<10 lx) at the normal time of lights off. The elapsed time of 6,
18, and 24 h in dim light was designated as the animals’
CT18, 6, and 12, respectively. To collect tissue from pups, the
dams were transferred to the dim-light room on the last day of
gestation.
2.2. Tissue collection
To collect fetal brains, pregnant dams were anesthetized
by an overdose of sodium pentobarbital (200 mg/kg body
weight). Their heads were covered with hoods when they
were taken out of the dim-light room. Fetuses were removed
and the heads quickly cut into ice-cold PBS (0.01 M PBS,
pH 7.4) for about 30 s before being immersed into the
solution of 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.01 M PBS, pH 7.4
(PFA). For tissue collection at postnatal time points, pups
were decapitated and the heads dropped into ice-cold PBS for
about 30 s. The heads were then immersed into PFAwith head
skin removed to facilitate fixative penetration. Adult male
hamsters were anesthetized by overdose of sodium pentobarbital (200 mg/kg body weight). Their heads were covered
with hoods when they were taken out of the dim-light room
and they were perfused transcardially with PBS followed by
PFA. Brains were then removed and immersed in PFA.
Perinatal hamster heads and adult hamster brains were
fixed in PFA for 24 h at 4 -C followed by PBS with 20%
sucrose until the brains sank. Brains were then positioned in a
3% gelatin solution (w/v in PBS) in a plastic mold and cooled
on ice until the solution solidified. A block was cut around the
brain with about 1 mm of gelatin layer left around it. The
whole block was then submersed in 2-methylbutane (Sigma)
cooled to 30 to 40 -C for 3 minutes. 20-Am-thick coronal
sections were cut on a cryostat at 20 -C and thaw-mounted
onto gelatin and poly-l-lysine coated slides. For each brain,
we collected at least 25 consecutive sections into five evenly
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T3 promoter sequence (AATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGG) was attached.
T7 promoter sequence (TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG) was attached.
The size does not include the T3 or T7 promoter sequence.

AATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGGAAAGGCAGTGCCACCGACTACCAAG
AATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGGGAACGCCGTGCACTGGTTCCGAAAGG
AATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGGGAGTCGGACATCATCATGATGGAAGAC
Bmal1
Cry1
Per1

Measurements of hybridization signal over the SCN
region was done with a Northern Light Desktop Illuminator
(Imaging Research, Ontario, Canada) using a Sony CCD
video camera coupled to a computer running the AIS (6.0)
software (Imaging Research). For each film, signals over the
14
C radioactivity micro-scales were measured in 8 steps
(30 –862 nCi/g of plastic substrate) to establish a standard
curve. All densitometry measurements from sections fell
within this curve.
The film image of each section analyzed was captured
and digitized. A 190  190 Am circle (which corresponded
to 10  10 pixels for the imaging setup used) was placed
over the SCN region. The sampling circle abutted the wall
of the 3rd ventricle medially and optic chiasm/optic tract
ventrally (Fig. 1). For each individual animal and probe, 3
sections containing the SCN (rostral, middle and caudal)

Table 1
Primer sequences used for cDNA amplification

2.4. Densitometry analysis

a

Sensea (5Vto 3V)
Genes

Antisenseb (5Vto 3V)

The Bmal1, Cry1, and Per1 cDNA templates used for
RNA probe synthesis were PCR-amplified from a Syrian
hamster SCN cDNA library using primers with T3/T7
promoter sequence extensions (for primer sequences used,
see Table 1). The cDNA templates were provided by CJ Weitz
of the Department of Neurobiology, Harvard Medical School.
The 35S-labeled RNA probes were synthesized using an in
vitro transcription kit (Promega, Madison, WI) according to
the protocol by Simmons et al. [37]. Final RNA probe
hybridization solutions used for hybridization contain 50%
formamide (v/v), 10% dextran sulfate (w/v), 0.3 M NaCl, 2%
Denhart’s solution (v/v), 0.01 M Tris, 0.001 M EDTA, 0.5
mg/ml tRNA and 0.01 M DTT (dithiothreitol) in DEPCtreated H2O. The radioactivity of the hybridization solutions
ranged from 10 to 15  106 cpm/ml. The hybridization
protocol used was modified from that of Simmons et al. [37]
with the 0.5% Triton X-100 (v/v) pretreatment instead of
Proteinase K digestion. 60 Al of the RNA probe solution was
applied to each slide, which was then coverslipped and
incubated at 57 T 1 -C for 16 – 24 h (depending on the probe).
Slides were treated with RNase A (20 Ag/ml) at 37 -C for 30
min and washed in saline sodium citrate (SSC) to final
stringency of 0.1 SSC at 59 -C for 30 min. A 14C radioactivity micro-scale (RPA504, Amersham Biosciences) was
included on each film to calibrate exposures, which ranged
from 2 to 3 weeks (depending on the probe). Hybridization
with sense probes in either adult or fetuses never produced a
distinct signal in any structure.

b

2.3. RNA probe synthesis and in situ hybridization

399
419
564

spaced series to cover the entire SCN region. Of the five
series, three were used for in situ hybridization histochemistry for Bmal1, Cry1, and Per1, and one was used for Nissl
staining. Sections were stored at 70 -C before in situ
hybridization. All solutions for in situ hybridization were
prepared in DEPC-treated water.
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TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGACGAAGAGGATCTTCCCTCTGTCAC
TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCATTGAGTTCTATGATCTTGTCNAGGTC
TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGATAGTTAGGGAGCACGGCAGGGGGA

Final sizec (base)
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Fig. 1. Sampling area for the densitometry analysis of in situ signals over
the SCN region. The autoradiographic images of brain sections hybridized
with the Bmal1 probe are shown in the left panels. Examples of the
sampling circles (approximately 190 Am in diameter) used for the
densitometry are shown on the autoradiographs and at higher magnification
on adjacent Nissl-stained sections (right panels). The sections are from a
day 13.5 fetus. To reduce variation due to sampling position, a densitometry
reading over each SCN was repeated 3 times. For each brain, 3 sections
representing the rostral, middle, and caudal SCN were analyzed. The arrow
to the left indicates a rostral to caudal direction.

were analyzed, and the left and right SCN on each section
were measured 3 times. Eighteen values per animal were
then averaged and taken as the SCN in situ signal strength
for that particular brain.
Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVAs, and differences between pairs of groups were analyzed by Tukey’s
multiple comparisons if the overall ANOVA was significant.
Unpaired t tests were used when only two groups were
analyzed. Although 18 densitometric measurements were
made on each brain to produce a value for each brain, the
sample sizes used for statistical calculations and analyses
were based on the number of brains in an experimental group.

3. Results
3.1. Developmental expression of Bmal1, Cry1, and Per1 in
the SCN
Fig. 2 shows representative in situ hybridization autoradiographs for three clock genes, Bmal1, Cry1, and Per1,

during development. A Bmal1 signal was prominent
beginning at the earliest age examined, 13.5 days after
fertilization. The signal defined a structure corresponding to
the SCN as determined by other anatomical criteria (vasoactive intestinal peptide mRNA expression [20] and
surrounding landmarks). The signals for Cry1 and Per1 in
the SCN region of prenatal brains were weaker than those
for Bmal1 and in most cases were similar to those of the
surrounding hypothalamic regions as judged visually (Fig.
2). At postnatal ages, however, stronger Cry1 and Per1
signals were observed within the SCN. Fig. 3 summarizes
densitometry measurements over the SCN region for the
three genes at different ages (for detailed information on the
number of litters and fetuses/pups used for each developmental time, see Table 2).
The signal for Bmal1 was consistently high at all prenatal
ages. The signal was also strong at the time point
immediately after birth (postnatal 0.25, with birth at about
E15.5 or PN 0). The signal at PN 0.25 was similar to those
of prenatal ages ( P > 0.05) but significantly higher than
those of other postnatal ages ( P < 0.001). Relative to
prenatal signals, Cry1 and Per1 also showed strong signals
immediately after birth. For Cry1, the signal at PN 0.25 was
significantly higher than those of any other age ( P < 0.001).
For Per1, the signal was significantly higher than that of PN
1.25 and any prenatal age ( P < 0.001) but similar to those at
PN 0.5 and 1.0. When values were pooled into prenatal and
postnatal groups (excluding PN 0.25 from both groups),
Bmal1 expression significantly decreased while Per1
expression significantly increased after birth (Fig. 4). The
expression levels for Cry1 did not differ significantly
between the prenatal and postnatal ages.
3.2. Daily variation in levels of Bmal1, Cry1, and Per1
during development
The time points used in this study (3 time points per day
corresponding to approximately the dam’s circadian times 6,
12 and 18) were chosen on the basis of Bmal1 and Per1
rhythms in the adult hamster SCN (Fig. 5). Per1 mRNA
abundance peaked at around CT6, while Bmal1 mRNA was
high at CT14 and CT18. Per1 was low at CT18 and Bmal1
was low between CT6 and 10. These results agree with
published results on the circadian expression profiles of
Per1 and Bmal1 and their approximate anti-phase relationship [2,11,34,39]. Thus, the times chosen should have
provided high, low, and intermediate (CT12) values for both
genes. In preliminary experiments, low and high values for
Per1 at CT6 and 18 were observed in brains collected
between postnatal days 1 and 2 (Fig. 6). Although we did
not characterize the circadian expression profile for Cry1 in

Fig. 2. Examples of autoradiographic images used for the analysis of Bmal1, Cry1, and Per1 during development. Each row shows a Nissl section and three
autoradiographic images from a single brain. The age of the brain is shown down the left side of the figure, with 13.5 to 15.0 corresponding to days since
fertilization (embryonic) and 0.25 to 1.25 corresponding to days after birth (postnatal). On the right side of the figure, the corresponding maternal circadian
times (CT) are indicated. CT12 is the time when lights off of the prior light/dark cycle would have occurred. This corresponds approximately to the dam’s time
of activity onset.
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Table 2
Summary information for tissue collection
Age (days postfertilization
or postnatal)

13.5
13.75
14.0
14.5
14.75
15.0
0.25
0.5
1.0
1.25

Dam’s
circadian
time

Number of fetuses
(pups)/number of litters
Bmal1

Cry-1

Per-1

CT6
CT12
CT18
CT6
CT12
CT18
CT12
CT18
CT6
CT12

12/2
11/2
4/1
12/2
10/2
10/2
5/1
10/2
12/1
17/3

12/2
11/2
4/1
12/2
10/2
10/2
4/1
10/2
12/1
16/3

11/2
13/2
4/1
12/2
6/2
8/2
5/1
10/2
14/1
17/3

showed significant variation ( P < 0.001), with the highest
value at CT12. In contrast to Per1 and Bmal1, Cry1 did not
show a significant change in mRNA levels between prenatal
and postnatal ages (except for the first postnatal time point).
Thus, less developmental variation in Cry1 may have
allowed weak circadian variation to be detected. If prenatal
data are analyzed separately, the results are the same for all
three genes: no significant variation for Per1 and Bmal1 and
a significant ( P < 0.05) variation for Cry1, with the highest
average value at CT12. When postnatal data are analyzed
separately, both Per1 and Cry1 show significant variation
( P < 0.001) and the variation in Bmal1 is close to
significant ( P = 0.064). As can be seen in Fig. 3, the
highest average values postnatally (excluding the first time

Fig. 3. Expression levels of Cry1, Per1, and Bmal1 in the SCN region
during development. Each point shows the average expression level
(TSEM) at a different age and circadian time (CT). Where error bars are
not visible, they are contained within the symbol. Densitometry readings
were converted to nCi/g using a standard curve (see Materials and methods)
and nCi/g is proportional to the amount of probe hybridized to native
mRNA. The light/dark cycle on which the dams were kept is shown below
each graph. Dams were in dim constant light at the times of tissue
collection. B indicates the approximate time of birth.

the adult hamster, results with mice and hamsters show that
its expression in the SCN also has a circadian rhythm that
peaks around CT12 [21,39].
Circadian variation during development for each gene
was analyzed by combining all CT6 values, all CT12
values, and all CT18 values excluding the first time point
after birth, which was especially high for all three genes.
Each circadian time was therefore represented by two sets of
prenatal values and one set of postnatal values. The average
values for each circadian time are shown for all three genes
in Fig. 7. Neither Per1 nor Bmal1 showed significant
variation across circadian times ( P > 0.2). Cry1, however,

Fig. 4. Expression levels of Cry1, Per1, and Bmal1 in the SCN region before
and after birth. Symbols indicate the average expression values (nCi/g,
TSEM) after combining the prenatal and postnatal ages (excluding PN 0.25).
Where error bars are not visible, they are contained within the symbol. Bmal1
showed a significant decrease in hybridization signal and Per1 showed a
significant increase (*P < 0.001, t test). There was no difference in the
average Cry1 signal between pre- and postnatal ages ( P > 0.8).
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track molecular oscillations that are required for the
generation of circadian rhythms [13,23,30]. Therefore, if
circadian oscillations are generated and entrained in the fetal
SCN, then rhythms in the expression of theses genes would
be expected.
Despite a strong signal for Bmal1 in the fetal SCN,
there was no evidence for prenatal rhythmicity in Bmal1
mRNA levels. Likewise, there was no evidence of a
prenatal rhythm in Per1 mRNA even though a clear
rhythm could be detected just 2 days after birth. Cry1,
however, showed slight but significant variation across
circadian times even when only prenatal data were
analyzed. In addition, the highest average value for Cry1
before birth was at CT12 on the last of gestation, a time
when Cry1 is expected to be high if molecular oscillations
similar to those in the adult SCN are being expressed and
are approximately in phase with maternal rhythms. The

Fig. 5. Circadian expression of Bmal1 and Per1 in the adult SCN.
(A) Representative autoradiographic images of adult brain sections
collected at CT6 or CT18 and hybridized with Bmal1 or Per1 probes. (B)
Circadian profile of Bmal1 and Per1 mRNA levels in the adult hamster
SCN. Each point represents the average of measurements from three brains.
Error bars represent standard errors. For both genes, variation over time was
significant ( P < 0.01, one-way ANOVA).

point after birth) were CT12, CT6, and CT18 for Cry1,
Per1, and Bmal1, respectively.

4. Discussion
The phenotypic characteristics of SCN cells begin to
appear soon after the cells are produced. Neurogenesis of
the hamster SCN occurs between 10.5 and 13.0 days
postfertilization [9] and the present results show that by 13.5
days after fertilization, SCN cells strongly express Bmal1
and are distinct from surrounding cells. The differentiation
of SCN cells is likely to begin even earlier as indicated by
the expression of vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) mRNA
at 13.0 days after fertilization [20].
Our expectation at the start of this work was that ‘‘clock
genes’’ would be expressed in the fetal SCN and would show
24 h rhythms in mRNA abundance. This expectation was
based on the evidence for rhythmicity in the fetal rat SCN
[27 –29,35] and on evidence that fetal hamsters have an
entrainable circadian pacemaker [7,42,43]. The rhythmic
expressions of Per1, Cry1, and Bmal1 is thought to directly

Fig. 6. Variation in Per1 expression on the second day after birth.
(A) Autoradiographic images of sections from the brains of two hamsters
at each of three ages. Postnatal (PN) 1.0 corresponds to 1 day after the
approximate time of birth and corresponds to the dam’s CT6. PN 1.5
corresponds to the dam’s CT18. (B) Average expression levels of Per1 at
three postnatal ages (filled symbols) plotted with the developmental data
(open symbols) from Fig. 3. Standard errors are indicated by the vertical
lines and, if not visible, are contained within the symbol (filled symbols) or
were not plotted (open symbols). Per1 expression showed significant
variation across the three postnatal ages ( P < 0.01, one-way ANOVA, n = 4
per time point).
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Fig. 7. Expression levels of Cry1, Per1, and Bmal1 in the SCN region at
different circadian times during development. Symbols indicate the average
expression values (nCi/g, TSEM) after combining values from brains
collected at the same circadian times (CT6, CT12, or CT18). Each CT
includes values from two prenatal ages and one postnatal age. Where error
bars are not visible, they are contained within the symbol. There was no
variation in Bmal1 or Per1 ( P > 0.2, one-way ANOVA). Cry1 showed
significant variation, with the highest average value at CT12 (*P < 0.001,
t test).

highest postnatal value (except for the first time point) was
also at CT12. Thus, it is possible that circadian oscillations
in Cry1 mRNA were expressed beginning on the last day
of gestation even though oscillations in Per1 and Bmal1
could not be detected. Any such rhythmicity is not
necessarily generated within the fetal SCN since the
fetuses were exposed to maternal rhythms that could,
hypothetically, acutely affect fetal physiology.
Rhythms in all three genes may begin to emerge
around the time of birth. Except for the first time point
after birth (PN 0.25), each gene over the next 24 h (3
time points) showed the highest average value at the
circadian time predicted based on rhythms in adults
(Bmal1: CT18; Per1: CT6; Cry1: CT12). Although levels
of Per1 mRNA increased after birth in the main
developmental study, a clear rhythm in Per1 expression
on postnatal day 2 (from a separate study) appeared to
emerge as a result of a return to low levels at CT18 (Fig.
6). It is possible that feedback inhibition of Per1
expression required an initial elevation in Per1.
It is unlikely that prenatal rhythms in Per1 and Bmal1
were expressed within individual fetuses but were not
detected because the fetuses were out of phase with each
other. Rhythms in 2DG uptake [27,28] and in VP mRNA
in rat fetuses [29] indicate that fetuses are synchronized as
long as the dam’s rhythms are intact. In hamsters, prenatal
synchrony is indicated by experiments in which the dam’s
SCN is lesioned. When such lesions are performed early in
gestation, the behavioral rhythms of the pups within a litter

are not synchronized, but when the lesions are performed
late in gestation, synchrony is observed [6]. Thus, prior to
the lesions late in gestation, the pups had been synchronized. Although we obtained tissues at times when each
gene should be present in high and low amounts based on
the rhythms in adults, it is possible that with three time
points a day, the lowest and/or highest values for each
gene were missed. This seems unlikely, and in rats (see
below), even with 12 samples a day, molecular rhythms
were not detected in the fetus.
The absence of robust rhythms in clock gene
expression in the fetal hamster SCN is consistent with
a recent report in rats. Sladek et al. [38] measured the
expression of Per1, per2, Cry1, Bmal1 and clock on
embryonic day 19 in rats. This is approximately 3 days
before birth and 2 days after the completion of neurogenesis [1]. Similar to our results with Per1 and Bmal1,
none of the genes showed significant variation in mRNA
levels before birth. However, Per1, as well as Per2, Cry1,
and Bmal1, was rhythmic by postnatal day 3. Also
similar to our results, Per1 and Cry1 were consistently
low in the fetus and Bma1l was consistently high. Per2,
which we did not measure, showed levels in the fetal rat
that were intermediate to the minimum and maximum
levels observed postnatally.
It may be that under certain circumstances, the fetal rat
SCN can exhibit daily rhythmicity. This is seen in 2DG
uptake on E19 [27,28] and in VP mRNA levels on E21
[29]. In addition, a rhythm in Per1 mRNA has been
observed on E20 [25]. Why the present results and those
of Sladek et al. [38] did not reveal rhythms in the fetus
(with the possible exception of Cry1 in the present study)
is unclear. Until this apparent inconsistency between clock
gene rhythms and other measures of SCN physiology is
observed within the same study, it is premature to propose
explanations.
In hamsters, except for the variation in Cry1 reported
here, there is no direct evidence that the fetal SCN is
rhythmic. There is strong evidence, however, that an
entrainable pacemaker exists prenatally. Single injections
of either melatonin or a dopamine agonist before birth can
set the phase of behavioral rhythms expressed by the pups
[42]. It is possible that oscillations would not normally be
expressed in fetal hamster SCN but that exogenous
melatonin or a dopamine agonist initiate the oscillations,
thereby setting the phases.
The phase-setting effects of single prenatal injections in
hamsters suggests that clock genes in the fetus, even if not
yet oscillating, are sensitive to external stimuli. An
analysis of how a single perturbation could, in theory,
induce synchrony among fetuses revealed that a single
perturbation would need to induce large phase shifts of
ongoing oscillations in order to cause synchrony [42].
Equally effective would be the simultaneous initiation of
oscillations in different fetuses. In either case, the fetal
pacemaker appears to show unusual sensitivity to pharma-
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cological agents. This might be expected if the underlying
oscillations are on the verge of beginning to oscillate or
are oscillating with low amplitude as suggested by the
present results.
Our results raise the possibility that birth influences the
expression of clock genes in the SCN. Per1 and Cry1 showed
highest expression immediately after birth, and the expression of Bmal1 immediately after birth was the highest
postnatal value for that gene (Fig. 3). Although previous
evidence suggests that fetal oscillations that have been
entrained by prenatal melatonin injections cannot be reset
by the birth process [41], it is possible that under normal
circumstances (without prenatal injections or surgery),
physiological events at birth contribute to the initiation of
oscillations. Birth in hamsters, measured as the first
appearance of pups, occurs at restricted times of day and
the timing of birth can be changed by shifting the mother’s
circadian rhythms [40]. These observations suggest that a
phase-setting effect of birth could coordinate fetal oscillations
with the rhythms of the mother. Some event associated with
birth may be even more precisely timed than is the appearance
of pups.
Any attempt to measure daily variation in gene expression or other endpoint during development is complicated by the possible masking of daily variation by
developmental changes in the same endpoint. We observed
a significant postnatal decrease in Bmal1 expression and a
significant postnatal increase in Per1 expression in the SCN
region compared to prenatal levels. If daily variations are
just beginning around the time of birth, they may be
difficult to observe because of changes related to birth or
other aspects of development. Cry1, which showed no
difference in prenatal and postnatal levels, showed small
but significant circadian variation both before and after
birth. We cannot exclude the possibility of low-amplitude
oscillations in Per1 and Bmal1 or high-amplitude oscillations in only a small number of cells. It is clear, however,
that SCN oscillations, if present, are not as robust as in
adults [11] or even as robust as the Per1 rhythm in pups 2
days after birth (Fig. 7).
The present results raise new questions about the effects of
prenatal phase-setting stimuli such as melatonin and dopamine agonists [7,15 – 17,42,43]. Whether these treatments
initiate oscillations or set the phase of surreptitious oscillations, the affected oscillations come to dominate oscillations of the mature SCN. That is, the phase that is set
prenatally is seen in the phases of behavioral rhythms at
weaning. Thus, the phase of the mature SCN, which controls
the behavioral rhythms [26], can be set by prenatal events,
most likely within the fetal SCN. If only a small number of
cells are oscillating in the fetal SCN, then those cells come to
dominate the phase of the entire SCN. Alternatively, if phase
is set as a result of oscillation being initiated by a treatment,
then the oscillations must be initiated at approximately the
same phase across cells and across fetuses, otherwise
synchrony of phases among pups would not occur. An
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evaluation of these and other scenarios will require closer
examination of the cellular and molecular events in the SCN
around the time that oscillations begin.
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